Year 12
Bridging Unit
2022
Approx. 2h / week –
12 hours total

What:
Create a visual journal documenting
various aspects of your daily life.
Present your artwork in a good quality
sketchbook preferably A5.
How:
Follow the PP to complete a variety of
practical tasks designed to develop
your observational, documenting and
idea-generating skills.

The practice of ‘sketch-booking’…
Keeping a sketchbook is a widely adopted art practice.
You might associate sketchbooks with something that is
meticulously kept and presented (there is a tendency to
do that at GCSE) however in reality working artists use
sketchbooks very differently.
Sketchbooks can be used for noting down ideas, rough
sketches, collecting scrap bits of paper, thumbnail
designs, drawing and planning. They rarely include
finished pieces of work.
We want you to keep this bridging unit sketchbook in a
similar fashion, emulating a practicing artist and
departing from the “perfect scrap book” sketchbook
format you might be familiar with.
Take a look at the following exemplars of artists’
sketchbooks to get an idea of how to keep yours …

Frida Kahlo
Frida Kahlo's life was expressed through
her work. A chronological look at her
artwork provides an understanding of
the events that changed her life: her
passions, motivations, disappointments,
and desires. Painting was cathartic for
her, however, writing and keeping a
diary also helped her to establish a
relationship with herself, and to find a
way of expressing her afflictions during
the final 10 years of her life.

Kahlo found that writing, as well as painting, was useful not just for
communicating with her family and friends—and also as a way of
connecting with her own feelings, conveying her ideas on her
artistic practice, and expressing her worries and pains, both physical
and emotional.

Chandler O’Leary

Guillermo Del Toro

Jesus Cisneros
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Read both extracts with focus
on what they’re trying to
convey about drawing as a
practice in the contemporary art
landscape.
In your sketchbook journal
write your own short “preface”
on the front page expressing
how you, as a young artist, feel
about drawing.
You can reference these extracts
if you wish.

Excerpt from “Ways of Drawing”, introduction by Julian Bell (RDS)

Excerpt from “Pushing Paper” edited
by Isabel Seligman (British Museum)
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Self Portrait
Self-portraits continue to be a recurring,
fundamental theme in many artists’ practice.
Why do you think this might be? Is it because
artists are narcissistic? Or are the reasons for
self-portrait’s popularity far more practical?
I want you to create a self-portrait, using
either a dry medium or a wet medium.
Before you get started on drawing/ painting
you need to watch the video (in full) and use
its tips to go forward. Think about set up and
complete 4 thumbnail sketches.
Reflect on anything new that you might have
picked up from the video, excerpts and article
from Art Pedagogy, and annotate how you
have applied this in practice.

Watch in full and follow
tips:
https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=MKL-57HexCk

Read and reflect on the
questions in this article:
Part 1:
https://www.artpedagogy.
com/self-portraits-pt1about-face.html
Part 2:
https://www.artpedagogy.
com/self-portraits-pt2more-than-just-a-prettyface.html
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Success criteria:
- Watched Video & Read Articles (40
minutes)
- Drawing space set up with mirror (you
don’t need a stand if you don’t have
one, make do with what you have on
hand)
- Create 4 pencil thumbnail sketches
exploring different compositions in
sketchbook (10 minutes)
- Choose dry medium drawing i.e.
coloured pencil, oil pastel, or,
- Wet medium drawing i.e. ink,
watercolour (refer to Art pedagogy for
colour tips) (90 mins)
- Short written reflections in sketchbook

A suggestion of laying out your
pages/ spreading the work:
Page 1) preface
Page 2) Thumbnails/ about self portrait
Page 3 + 4) Self Portraits and notes
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Place and Space

Read the pages
from “Place and
Space"
Look up
an artist
mentioned on
the pages to
gather
inspiration.
Write a short
written
reflection on
the context and
processes of
the artists
work in your
journal.
Complete
“inside” and
“outside”
sketchbook
pages (next
slide)
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Page 1
Inside

Page 2
Outside

Fill two sketchbook pages:
The first, dedicated to “inside” spaces.
The second, to outside spaces. These
can be drawn in the park, garden, out
of the window etc.

Aim to spend around 1h on each
page.
Complete one big drawing to fill a
whole page for each task.
Both tasks should challenge your
ability to convey perspective, depth
and distance, but also to express a
sense of belonging.
We would recommend refreshing your
knowledge on perspective drawing if
you feel rusty.
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Follow this Royal Drawing School “imagination and
observation” exercise for around 1 hour. Above is an
exemplar of a piece that used this technique. You can
use a medium of your choice, or mixed media of your
choice. Remember to begin by drawing from
observation and later transition to imagination.
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Art as a resource

What can be learned by drawing from the work of great artists?
Task 1:
• Read the extracts from “Ways of Drawing” by Ann Dowker (left and above).
You might be familiar with the act of creating an “artist study” or a “copy”, perhaps it is something your teacher got you to
do at GCSE. You might have really liked the experience of doing it, you might have really despised it. Many students find
producing copies or studies safe and rewarding, some students dislike the process of working in others’ style as it feels like
they aren’t able to bring out their own.
At lower GCSE levels it is still somewhat acceptable to include elements of what we call “pastiche” i.e. copying artists’ work.
You might know that if you were aiming to get a level 8 or 9, copying others’ work is not enough and focus on the concept is
preferred. Conceptual thinking is a skill that is nurtured in all our A-level students. And although we discourage producing
copies and pastiche, the above article provides a good argument for why drawing from others’ work is still relevant in the
contemporary art world.
• Fill an A5 page in your SB answering the above question. This should be a written response, and drawing if you wish
(20 minutes)
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Some exemplars of artists referencing other artists.
TIP: this type of work is great to do in a gallery space. For the
following task ensure you are using a classical artist exhibited at a
gallery like Tate Britain, National Portrait Gallery, Musee D’Orsay etc.
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Task 2:
If you don’t have a postcard/ printout/ art book then you can use a
computer screen
(go to a gallery virtually) and flip
the image upside down.
•

It is important you do this, the
reason being the “flipping”
purposefully disrupts our
understanding of the shapes
and forms, forcing our eye to
draw what we are seeing rather
than our idea of what we are
seeing. Use a sharp pencil.
(1h)

Extension:
• Repeat this exercise on the
opposite page with a thick and
less controllable medium like a
thick oil pastel stick, graphite
stick, thicker brush loaded with
ink etc include some colour.
(make this quick and gestural –
not focused on detail)

6
Read >

Nature

Albert Durer, The large Piece of Turf (1503)
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Task 1:
• Read all the extracts
from “Nature up Close”
by Clara Drummond.
• Fill an A5 page of your
journal with reflections
based on the extracts as
well as your own
feelings regarding
drawing from nature.
(15mins)
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In practice:

Task 2: Observational Drawing
• Create a detailed (monochromatic/ achromatic) study of a
natural object you might have on hand. This could be grass in
your garden, a rock, a dried up insect on your windowsill etc. It
is important that you treat this exercise as a scientific study,
closely examining the object from observation, noting all its
patterns, its form, shape and structure… its imperfections and
colour. Draw what you see spend around 1h.

Task 3: Still Life
• Using the object you just closely studied, create a still life using
other (preferably mostly natural) objects, you can introduce
artificial objects for good measure to make your still life
dynamic and interesting.
• Try to arrange your objects so that there are different levels,
layers and depth to your composition – simply placing the
objects on one flat surface in a line won’t create an effective
composition. You can use things like jars or boxes and cover
them in fabric to create a heightened surface to place your
objects.
• Try to imagine your original natural object as the protagonist
of this scene, try to imagine your composition as a narrative.
Move around your still life, chose an angle/ place you are happy
to draw from, make yourself comfortable. Diagonal lines and
intersecting lines form a sense of movement, horizontal lines
express stillness and vertical lines suggest power.
• Create a pencil/graphite and chalk pastel drawing (use image 1
as a reference.) If you don’t have chalk pastels you can use
watercolour or any other colour medium that would work with
pencil. Spend appprox 1.5h

• All the above work must be presented in your visual
journals/ sketchbooks at the beginning of the school
year.
• Should you need any more extension tasks or further
reading:
https://mymodernmet.com/free-online-art-resources/
If you need support before the end of term please email:
Nfaith@newsteadwood.co.uk
Spimpicka@newsteadwood.co.uk

Extension.

Not an exemplar of the task.

Pamela Sunstrum

Checklist
❑ Preface about drawing
❑ Watch, listen and respond to portraiture video
and articles.
❑ Self-portrait thumbnails x4
❑ Self-portrait and reflect
❑ Read and respond Place and Space
❑ Interior and Exterior Drawings
❑ Imagination and Observation exercise
❑ Ways of Drawing read and respond
❑ Flipped artist copy
❑ Nature Up Close read and respond
❑ Natural observational drawing
❑ Still life

